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The 11Standard Market" of Traditional China
John C. H. Fe i

I.

Introduction
Not long ago, Professor Skinner discussed the important idea of a

"standard market" as a self sufficient unit in the econanic and cultural

sense in traditional rural China.1

It is the purpose of this paper to

analyze a set of issues, suggested by his paper, in respect to the forces
that determine certain quantitative aspects of the standard market:

the

size, shape, population density, regional variations, process of formation,
etc.

The theory presented in this paper is essentially an economic theotV•
Although the theory can be formulated rigorously, we shall, in the

text, concentrate on the major economic ideas•-relegati ng all the
technical mathematical detai 1s in the appendix.

We shal 1 ff rst present

Professor Skinner's conclusions in a larger spacial perspective of
traditional China. (Section II)

The quantitative aspects of the standard

market are issues of the economics of space.

One major factor that

determines the shape of the standard market is the transportation cost,

the minimization of which constitutes a rationale of the marketing system.
(Section Ill)

The standard market will be next examined as an institution

of agrarian dualisms (i.e. coexistence of agricultural and non-agricultura l
production and exchange) that exha1,1

agriculture.

(Section IV)

This

viewpoint leads to the identification of the efficiency of large scale
production in non•agrlcuJtura l production as a basi.c advantage for larger
standard markets.

This ls integrated with the transportation cost argument

1skinner, G.W., "Marketing and Social Structure in Rural
China", Journal
of
0
-,:-1\sian Studies, Volume. XXIV, No. 1, PP• 3-44.
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-2to form a positive theory of market area.

(Section V)

The regional

variation of the size of the standard market, as traced to different.fated
population density, and agricultural production conditions, can then easily
be explained as a theoretical consequence.

(Section VI)

Finally, the

dynamic process of the formation of the standard market will be
explored.

II.

(Section VI I)

Spacial Perspective of Traditional China

The spacial perspective of traditional China may be presented at three
levels of aggregation as shown in Diagrams la, lb and le.

At the most

aggregate level (Diagram la), is a transportation network (river and roads)

linking urban centers forming a hierarchy which is a coincidence of economic
(i.e. from larger manufacture and wholesale trading centers to small scale
local manufacture and retail centers} and political (capital, provisional capital,
Shieng Hsiang, Cheng, etc.) forces.

This aggregate view, portrays the

urban aspect of traditional China emphasizing a pattern of connectivity as
1
well as the distance which is one major attribute of space. In Diagram lb,
the rectangle ABCD of Diagram la is enlarged.

Here we have a more local

view of the spacial structure of the standard markets--i.e. the cells of
the beehives.

Professor Skinner pointed out the hexagonic nature of the

cells, the standardization of their size in a homogeneous plane and a
tendency for this size to shrink from thinly populated to more densely

populated regions.

\·/hi le the standard markets are 1 inked up with the

national network (Diagram la), there is a second dimension of space which
1oiagram la, in mathematicai language is a valued linear graph
emphasizing ''patterns of connectivity 11 and 11 distance". A linear 91aph
consists of vertices (representing urban centers} and edges connecting
the vertices. The fivalue 11 corresponds to the length of the edge (representing
the distance).

-3is being brought out in Diagram lb, namely, the area of the space.
The area inc1uded in a standard market is primarily the area of cultible
land--a most important primary factor of production in an agrarian economy.
Thus the standard market structure is basically a rurai market structure
in which agricultural production is a central phenomenon.

Diagram le is

a microscopic view of the standard markets (of diagram lb) which contains

the marketing centers (c) and the nucleated vi 1 lages (a 1, a 2 , ••••••• a 18 ).
An essential fact of life of the standard market, discussed by Professor
Skinner, is that while the peasant must live close to the land (i.e. at a 1)
they have numerous reasons for making frequent trips to the marketing

center (c).

While there are cultural purposes

1

for such local trips,

the very notion of a standard market implies that the basic purpose is
an economic one.
There are really three attributes of space which mutt be sharply
distinguished in the formulation of

a

positive theory of the standard

markets, namely, distance, area and non-homogeneity.

In the linear

graph of Diagram la which portrays the urban part of traditional China,
it is the distance of space and transportation cost considerations that are
analytically crucial.

In Diagram lb, which portrays the rural part of

traditional China, it is the area of space and agricultural production
considerations that are crucial.

The non-homogeneity of land space will

be interpreted mainly as differentiated fertility of land corresponding
approximately to the various agricultural regions (e.g. the Duckinized
regions) of traditional China.

\/e shall first assume a homogeneity plane

and defer agriculture-region related issues in a later section (Section VI).
1

For cultural output (religion, political, recreational, social, etc.)
see Skinner.

-4From Diagram le, we see that the marketing center (c) of the
standard market is the 11 nerve end" of the aggregate urban structure
(Diagram la).

Thus they are the focal points of contact between the urban

sector and the rural sector of the agrarian dualism of traditional China.
The economic significance of the standard markets will be explored from
"this" point of view in Section IV.

Intuitively, It is obvious that a

formal theory of standard market must take into account both agrlcu1tura1
and non-agricultural production--the key phenomenon of any agrarian dualism.
If I.

Minimization of Transportation Cost
A part of our theory of the size and shape of the standard market area

is based on the notion of the minimization of spacial transportation cost In
the "densely populated" agrarian society.

The notion of "dense population"

refers to the fact that the homogeneous plane must be completely covered
by the standard market--with no wasteland in between.

As a counter example,

we may think of the "three field systems 11 around the 10th century in
Western Europe. There were, of course, local self-sufficient units
comparable to the standard market.

However, there was also

wasteland

between the units so that the land space was not entirely covered,

For

traditional Chtq, it is reasonable to assume that the assumption of
"dense population" is fulfilled in the Southern Sung dynasty at the 1atest. 1
It Is t ntu It t ve Iy obvi.ous that without the dense popu lat Ion assumption, It I$
1The period from
Tang to Sung represented a transition phase In traditional
China whereby land abundance gave way to labor abundance. This transition
was manifested in many dimensions (e.g. ideas on land versus labor as
wealth, ideas on population pressure, nature of economic rent, as area related
versus location related; agricultural taxation system based on land versus
labor; natures of government rural overhead investment; characteristics of
population migration etc.). Issues of t'cis type have not been fully explored
from the economic theoretical point of view.

-simpossib le to establis h the sexagon ic shape of the standard market• ·
witnessi ng the fact that under the three field systems , the spacial
unit is three-le af clover shaped.
In the standard market an importan t economic cost is the local
transpo rtation cost associat ed with the frequen t trips from the nucleate d
villages to the marketin g center (c of Diagram le). In the typical

(hexagonic) standard market observed by Professo r Skinner , the least
advantageously located villager s will have to travel 5.4 miles in a
round trip to the market center.

11
He wi 11 have to perform a 11work {as

the physici sts would say) of 710 = 150 x S.4 pound-m iles--ass uming he
carries no extra load besides his own weight (150 pounds) .

Hhen this is

multipl ied by the number of trips he makes a year (as determin ed by
the fnquenc y of marketin g schedule s) and the number of populati on (which
is 1350 in a typical standard market) we can have a sense of magnitude
of this cost•·ev en some allowanc es are made for the shorter distance s

traveled by other villager s (see below).

The cost might just have

11
1
taken on the same order of magnitudes as the other 'works (cultiva ting

the land the manufac turing activiti es) performed in the standard market
area.

In traditio nal rural China where local transpo rtation was

supplied by human and/or animal power~ there was the phenomenon of

"increa sing cost 11 - - 11 the distance of 90 miles is half the distance of 100
miles", as an old Chinese proverb would say.

In this case, the simplest

assumption is that the cost is proporti onal to the square of the distance
traveled .

\-/hen the distance s traveled are l, 2, 3, 4 ••.•• miles the total

transpo rtationa l cost would be 1, 4, 9, 16 ••••• ton-mile squares, instead
of 1, 2, 3, 4••••. ton miles.

It is intuitiv ely obvious that, other things

-6being equal, the more pronounced the phenomenon of ';increasing cost", the
smaller the size the marketing area--in order to economize in the
transportation cost.
Let us assume that a market

urban center c (located

area A and an

1
Suppose one unit of
in A) are postulated arbitrarily as in Diagram 2a.

commodity (i.e. corrrnodi ty of one tor.) is to be delivered from 11 c 11 to every
2 Hith the
one of the nucleated villages (a 1, a 2 , ••.•• a 6} directly.
distance (i.e. miles) indicated in the edges (i.e. 2, 2, 1, 3, 3, 3), the
T.C. coefficient (i.e. transport cost coefficient) is 14-ton miles
without increasing cost and wi 11 be 36-ton miles square with increasing cost
It is evident that the T.C. coefficient depends only on the shape and size
of A as well as the precise location of the urban center.
we may denote the T.C. coefficient by T(A,c).

For this reason,

F.ina11y, when the nucleated

villages are spreading evenly in A, the value T(A,c) is what the physicists
referred to as the first (without increasing cost) and second (with increasing
c.,o5t)

moment of A with respect to c.

{See Appendix.)

A fundamental hypothesis which we shall make in this paper is the
principle of rationality in the minimizing of location transportation cost
{i.e. minimization) of T(A,C).

It is hoped that based on this principle,

we can establish both a theory of market boundary (I.e. theory of size
and shape of A) and a theory of location of location of the marketing
centers (c) once A is given.
once A is given, the

11

(See Section VII.)

In respect to the latter,

principle 11 (i.e. the principle of minimization of

local transportation cost), implies that the optimum urban center 11 c 11
1The point is now 1 W1 is of arbitrary shape and
artitrari Jy in 1 W1 •

11

cn

211 Directly 11 means a special delivery is made between

a

1

separately.

is located
11

c

11

and every

should be located in such a way as to minimize T(A,C).

If, furthermore,

A is assumed to be a regular polygon, then the optimum location of c is the

geographic center of gravity.

1

For the case of regular triangles, squares

and sexagons, the op~imum location of c is indicated in Diagram 2b.
The fact that the principle of minimization of transportation cost
is valid can be supported by the findings of Professor Skinner, namely,

the urban centers are indeed located near the geographic center of
gravity of the sexagonic marketing area.

2

For the three regular polygons

with radius r when c is optimally located, the values of T(A,c) are:

+;

1n(2 + r'3)Jy 3

a) T(Ac)=

}[13

b) T(Ac)c

~ ~[~ +

1ln(l ~ Ii) ]y 3

., 3l"J[ 1 + 1 1,n r3JY
r;;"'! 3
2 3 2

c) T(Ac)=

(A . is tr i an g 1e)
(A ls square)

(A ls sexagon)

Let us next examine the validity of the Principle from the point of
view of the theory of market boundary (i.e. shape and size of A).

When the

landscape is densely populated, it must be covered by market areas with
In respect to shape of A, we have to defer

no wasteland in between.

a really difficult issue to a later section i.e. the proof that A tends
to be regular under the

11

Principle 11 (See Section VII).

For the time

being, let us assume that the A 1 s are in fact regular polygons, of the
same size and sides.

It is easy to prove that there are exactly three ways

to cover a homogeneous plane, as shown in Diagram 2b, namely, triangle,
square and sexagon.

Next imagine that the total area covered in the three

1

1f A is of arbitrary shape (i.e. not necessarily regular), then the
optimum location cf 11 c 11 may not be the geographic center of gravity when there
is no increasing cost. However, when there is increasing cost, the optimum
location· of c is always the geographic center of gravity. (In other words,
the location of c that minimizes the second moment is the geographic center
of gravity.
2

1n these computations we assur.e no I ncreas·irig cost( i .e. we computed the
first moment} •

-acases are the same and that in each case, the same number (e.g. four, as
shown} of polygons are used.
sexagons are the same.

Thus the an~as of the triangle, square and

From the formula listed in (1) it can be readily

proven that the T(A,c) is thesmaJlest for the sexagon coverage.

In other

words, what we have proven is that, under the principle of minimization of
transporation cost, the optimum polygon coverage is the sexagon coverage.
The fact that the standard market area indeed tends to be sexagons,

as observed

by Professor Skinner, thus lends support to the principle

of minimization of local transportation cost.
Mext, in respect to the size of the narket area, Diagram 2c shows

that equal total area can be covered by a large number of small sexagons
or a small number {1J of large ones.

Intuitively, it is obvious that

the total transportation cost for the whole region is smaller in the former
case. From the formula listed in (le) we see that F(A,c) is propor.tional
to the third power of the radius i.e. as the radius increases by 1, 2, 3, 4•••
the F(A,c) increase by 1, 8, 27, 64 •.... testifying to the disadvantage of
standard market with large area.

In fact, it can be proven rigorously

that, under the principle of minimization of total transportation cost,
the optimum size of the (hexagonic) market area tends to be zero.

For if

the minimization of transportation cost is the only consideration every
standard market should shrin!< to a point reducing the transportation time
and cost to zero.
In summary, the principle of minimization of transportation cost can
explain (i) the optim:.im location of market centers at the geographic center
of gravity (ii) the optimum shape of marketing area tends to be hexagonic
(iii) the optimum size of the standard market tends to be zero.

In respect

to the Jast point (l ii), contradicted by observed reality, the analysis so far

suggested that we have to search for those economic forces which prevent
the standard market from becoming too small.
determined by a balancing of

11

The realistic size is then

these 11 forces (giving advantage to large

market areas) and the principle of minimization of transportation cost
{giving advantage of small market areas).
IV.

(Section 5)

Agrarian Dualism and Standard flarket
In the land space of traditional China, different regions have different

population density.

If equal population density contour lines are

shown on a map, such lines would run from the south to the ~-~uthwest--indicating
diminishing population density as one moves from the southeast (Lower

Yantze Valley) to the

11

gr-eat nortb:Jest 11 •

Professor Skinner has shown that

as population density increases the area of the standard market shrinks.
It takes two steps to e}cplaln this phenomenon.

in the first step, we

may raise the question as to the forces that determined the size of the
standard market in a homogeneous plane when the population density is
given and

untform.

The explanation of the regional variation of size,

as population density varies, then follmvs as an easy consequence in
a second step.
Referring to Diagram 2c once again, and imagine that, for the two
cases portrayed {with the same total area), the population density is
the same (i.e. 420 thousand total population in both cases).

Thus the

large market area contains more population (105 thousand) than the small
market area (60 thousand).

In spite of the transportation cost advantage,

what prevented the market area from becoming too small is the disadvantage
of small population living in the same market area.

All the non-economic

cultural forces point to t:1e advantage of a larger population--which need

not detain us.

From the economic standpoint, the basic advaDtage of

a large market area is that it co~:ains a larger population enabling

the community to enjoy the effl::::iency of brge seal<:: production.
The role of the standard market in traditional China may be
explained with the aid of the Physiocratic Economic Tableau--depicting
the regularity of major economic events in the European agratian
economy before the industrial revolution--Diagram 3a.

The

Physiocrats

envisioned an agrarian dualism typified by the coexistence of agricultural
production (output V = 90) and non-agricultural production (output Q = 80)
using, as inputs, land (T=50) and labor (L=60) in the agricu1tural sector and
labor force (W = 30) in the non-agricultural sector.
can be decomposed into three types '.)f
a)

Agriculturai Self Sufficiency:

11

The economic tableau

circu1ation 11 (diagram 3b),r:

part of agrkultural input (L) is used

to produce agricultural goods (Y) which
flow back to feed the agricultural labor
force (L).

b)

Dualistic Exchange:

c)

Uti 1 ization of Agricultural Surp!us: the input of land (T) leads to
agricultural output (Q) which is supplied
to the non-agricu1tura1 labor (W) which
produced non-agricultural goods that flow
back to the iandlord class.

part of agricultural input (L) is used to produce
agricultural goods (Y) which flow through
the market to feed the industri·al labor
force (H) which, in turn produces non
atricultural goods that flow back to the
agricultural ·iabor (L), through the market.
This amounts to ar. exchange of agricultural
goods for non··agricultural goods by the
two types of labor in the market.

It does not st retch the , magi nat; or, too far to see that the same
pattern of Jife prevailed in traditiona 1 China--and that the role of
the standard market can be explained ln terns of this dual ism.

To a -large

extent, there is self sufficiency in the nucleated villages (Diagram le) which

-11-

which render frequent trips to the market center unnecessa ry from the
economic standpoin t.

When such trips are made, it was for the purpose

of exchange of agricultu ral goods for products produced not only by the
laborers living in the marketing center (c), but, indirectly through
1
trade, by laborers living in the urban centers of higher hierarchy .
Thus the standard market is an institutio n of exchange and productio n
specializ ation in a dualistic agrarian economy.
The standard market is also

Q

part of the institutio n arrangeme nt

for the channeliz ation 0f agricu1tu ra1 surplus to support the urban labor
force which produceci those goods and services {s0ldiers , domestic and
ci vi 1 servants, producers of 1uxury consumer goods, etc.) catering to the
demand of the !and owing gentry class and/or the government they control.
The magnitude of the agricultu ral surplus in this sc:nse correspon ds to the
agricultu ral tax and rental payments which in tradition al China may
account for as high as 60% of the outputs produced in the nucleated villages.
The standard marketinr; centers are the last link in this institutio n;
the economic functions of which are performed by the landlords , tax
collector , civil servants etc. residing in the standard marketing centers.
The Physiocra ts not only help us to understan d the economic
institutio nal signiflcan ce of the standard market but also taught us that a
prosperou s agricultu ral sector is a prerequis ite for flourishin g non1
The aggregate view of the urban sector in Diagram la merely
describes the spacial structure (i.e. location patterns) of non-agric ultural
productio n. The pyrami-s.l (or hierarchy ) of urban centers has its own rules
which will not be
of formation --an aspect of industria l location theory
11
exchangen between
dualistic
the
on
explored in this paper. Our emphasis is
the
reason,
this
for
and
the agricultu ral and non-agric ultural sector
other
hierarchy
of
centers
urban
readers may, from now on, assume t!iat are no
tion.
than the standard marketing centers as a first approxima

-12i
. ' .
. 1tura 1 act1v1t1es.
agr1cu

A modern version of the principle of

11

exhultation ·

of agriculture 11 may be stated in terms of agricultural labor productivity
(p = Y/L) non agricultural labor productivity (q = Q/W) the fraction of
non-agricultura l labor out of the total labor force (e = \-i/(L + W) and the
per capital consumption demand of agricultural goods (c = Y/(L + V) and nonagricultural goods (n = Q/(L + W).

Since the total ·supply of food is L
,

p

and

the total demand is c(L + W), the equality of supply and demand immediately
leads, to:
(2)

c/p = 1 - :a

For example, if per capita

consumption of food (c) is eight percent of

agricultural labor productivity {p, such as in China) then 80% of the total
population must be farmers to grow enough food for the 20%.

Similarly

6 = n/q which, when substituted in (2) leads to:

(3)

n = q(l - c/p)

which states that the per capita

availability of ncn·egricultura l goods

(n) can be increased not only due to productivity gain in non-agricultura l
labor force but also due to productivity gain in the agricultural labor
force (p).

The later effect comes about because more labor can be released

from agricultural to non-agr1c61tura 1 production--af ter the per capita
food demand (c) is met.
To make the argument clearer, in Diagram 4, the non-agr1cu1tura l labor
flhr't@ \-J is measured on the horizontal axis and the total output of non-

1

Thus they refer, somewhat mrsleadingly, to land as the source of a11
wealth and regard .the non-agricultura l labor force as non-productive.
We must add that the French Physiocrats, alledgedly, had imported the
11 ex.altation of agricult;ure" from the Chinese during the early
idea of
Ching dynasty.

agricultural goods (a) is represented by the total output QAB.

t.fhen

W= 10, total output is 200 leading to a labor productivity of q = 20
(plotted by the labor productivity in the lower deck).

\•:hen\:/ .increases

to 20, total output increases more than proportionally to Q = 500 leading

to labor productivity of

q =

25.

Cetween poi.nt A and point 8 there is

efficiency of large scale production--i.e. the total output curve is
concave.

The efficiency of large scale production is exhausted after

point B when the total output curve becomes a straight line (or even

becomes convex after point C).
Thus as agricultural prcductivlty (p) expands, the non-agricultural
labor force (W) expands accordinglY-•e.g. through a, A, b, El, c, C••••
More output will be avai1able on a per capital basis (n?~L. :Jot only will

there be more non-agricu1turai labor force (higher 9 ) but their productivity
will increase becaus~ of the efficiency of large scale production--at least
to the point where such efficiency is exhausted"

agricu1ture 11 must basical1y be argued in

11

The

11

exhaultation of

these 1 i economic welfare terms-

the standard market is merely an institution to implement such an agrarian
system.

V.

Theory of the Size of Marketinq Area
The various threads of thoughts a~ove may now be integrated to form

a thesis which explains the economic forces that determine the size of the
standard market. Referring back to the two cases of Diagram 2c which show two
sexagon coverages of the same total areas.

Let us assume that the population

density (e) is fixed so that the total population is 420 in each case.
Let us also assume that the agricultural productivity (p) is fixed so that a
fraction of non-a,gfi•e~J<t.uraJ labor force (e) is determined by the argument in
1The impact on ,:nm is shm-m ciagramatlcally in the lower deck of diagram 4.
The curve hh 1 q ia the labor productivity curve (q).

-14the last section.

Suppose

e=

.) so that in each standard market the

non-agricu1tura 1 Jabor force (\-~) accounts for 10% of the population.
A11 this is summarized in Diagrar.1 2d which is a reproduction of 2c-
the only added information being labor al location between L and \1.
Now in case there is no efficiency of large scale production in
non-agricultura l production the smaller labor force (U = 6) in case (i)and the
larger 1abor force ('J=l 05) ln case ( i L),wi 11 have the same labor productivity

(q).

The economic welfare of the two cases {in terms of per capital

supply of agricultural and non-agricultura l goods) will be the same.

(See Equation 3.}

The Principl• of the minimization of tra~sportatlcn

immediately implies that under

11

ccnstant returns to scale in non-agric.ulture l
However,

production 1 ' , the smaller market area case (i) is to be preferred.

when there is efficiency of large sca1e production, the larger labor force

wl11 t.eve a. higher labor p~oduc~ivity (q) implying higher economic welfare.
The larger market area will be chosen in any rational society in the absence
of transportation cost cons: de rations.

Rea 1 i st i cal ly, the opt imurn market

area is that one which maximi2es consumer welfare due to a balancing of

the advantage of

io1-1

transportation cost for smal 1 area and the efficiency

of large scale production in the large area.
THe outline of this deterministic theory is sketched in Diagram 5.
The two axes in the third quadrant (linked by a 45-degree line) are used to
measurer, the radius of the sexagon _(i .e, the distance traveled by the
least advantageous villagers).

The dott~d curve in the fourth quadrant
2

measures the total population in the standard market area (P = kr e) i.e.
2

population density (e) multiplied by the area of sexagon (Kr ).

1

The solid

curve in the same quadrant is the size of the non-agricultura l labor force
t

-

For any polygon, the area is proportional to the square of the radius.

-15(W = 6P) i.e. a fraction (e) of the total population,

THe total output curve

of Diagram 4 is reproduced in the first quadrant and is translated to the

second quadrant {i.e. the total output curve) with the aid of the rectangles.
This curve shows, for each radius (r) the total output of non-agricultural
goods produced by \-1 in the market area (with radius r).
In the same quadrant, the total transportation cost, associated with
each r, is shown by the transportation cost curve (Equation le). With
proper adjustment of the unit of measurement 1, the vertical gap between
the two curves (shaded) then represents the net gain (i.e. industrial
output less total transportation cost).

In any rational society, the optimum

market areas (or the optimum value of r) is determined at that level (in
our case r) where the net gain is a maximum (the distance uv).
m

The statistical works of Professor Skinner gave us the equilibri um

Cn e,-t i mum)

traditional China.

observed in a typical standard market in

Such a typical standard market is located in a region

with population density of s = 109 persons per square kilometer.

The

sexagon market region has a radius of 4.34 kilometers giving an area of. 64 km2
and thus containing total population of P = 7,037 (=109 x 64) persons.

The

average family size in traditional China is 5.21 persons and thus there are
Assuming e = .2, there are thus 270 urban fami 1ies 1iving in
the urban centers and 1080 families living in the nucleated villages. 2 The
1350 fami 1ies.

1While the unit of measurement
of Q is output, the unit of measurement of
transportation cost is labor. However, they may be converted into the same unit
of measurement (e.g. 1abor) oy considering the relative price of labor and
output e.g. according to the labor theory of value.
2
2
The 64 km of market area amounts to 15808 acres. Hith a degree cf
land utilization of .34 (Buck), the cultivated acreage is 4742 (= 15808 x .34)
implying 4.3 acres (4742/1080) acres per family, etc.

-16theory which we have construc ted thus provides an explana tory framework
for these observed magnitu des.
With the theoreti cal framework, we can now sae why the market area
cannot be too large.

8asica11 y, there are; two technolo gical factors which

hold back the market size.

On the one hand there is a rapid increase of

the transpo rtation cost proporti onal to the third power of the radius

11

r 11 •

On the other hand the expansio n of outupt (Q) will eventua lly be much
slower, i.e. proporti onal at most to the second power of r--as the
efficien cy of large scale producti on is exhauste d.

The optimum market

radius (r ) is establis hed at the level whereby the margina l transpo rtation
m
cost is equated with the margina l output as the radi~s varies, (indicat ed
by the parallel lines m and n).

The reasonab leness of our theory may be examined deductiv ely and
inductiv ely.

In respect to the forrr:,.;;r aspect, the theory er.vision s the

standard market as a rational economic institut ion for a dualisti c agrarian
economy·in which technolo gicai factors (product ion and transpo rtation) delimits
its operatio n.

The theorem envision s an expansio n of the market area

associat ed with every improvement in the .transpo rtation faciliti es {i.e.
lowering of the transpo rtation cost curve) and/or gains in the efficien cy
of large scale producti on in agricult ural product ion.

These theoreti cal

predicti ons will now be examined in the light of inductiv e (i.e. statisti cal)
evidenc e.
VI.

Regional Variatio n of Market Area
Professo r Skinner introduc ed the statisti cal evidence that, except for

a "tail-en d exceptio n 111 , the size of the standard market shrinks from the
1rhe "tai 1 1 ;;;:id exceptio
nn refers tc the fact that at the very densely
populate d large urban centers, the standard market area expands .

-17thinly populate d to the densely pq;.1..i1ated regions in China.

To analyze

this phenome non, we hav•~ yet to take into conside ration of a third

property of land space 1 namely regional non-hom ogeneity of resource s
endowme nt.

The fact that traditio nal China consists of many

agricult ural regions is well known.

11

Buckiniz ed 11

He shall associa te with these regions

the abstract notion of d I ffe rent i ated fe rt i 1i ty of I and--as a first

approxim ation.
It is i-easonab 1e to assume that the fertile regions are those regions
with both a higher populati on density (e:) and a·,highe r agricult ural labor
product ivity (p) . 2 This latter co:iditio n, imp I ies a higher fraction of
non-agr icultura l labor force

e

(f ,e. higher degree of commerc ial and

manufac turing and trading activiti es for the densely populate d ~•fertile "
regions (see Equation 2, iast section) .

T_bus, w;th higher regional

agricfll tural product ivity (p) we Cc7 associat e,: with higher populati on
density

E

and higher fraction of non-agr icultura l labor force

{e).

1
The two other propert ies are narea and distance 11 which we.· have
already incorpor ated in our theory. of standard market for a homogen eous
plane.
2
The formal economi c theory which establis hes this conclusi on is due to
Ricardo . His theory of rent formally recogniz ed the differen tialed fertilit y
land as a basic factor that determin es populat.i on aliocat! on and emergenc e of
rent of differen t magnitu des between regions. It is a queer methodo logical
acciden t that Ricardo Hou"fd produce such a theory for post-ind ustrial revoluti
on
England giving so m1.Jch em;:>hasis to differen tiation of reg;onal land fertilit y
in the agricult ural sector. Such a theory, however· , is very useful for the
analysis of a large agrarian economy , such as traditio nal China in which
regional differen tiation of land fertilit y is such a promine nt feature. Among
other things, the theory ls the -foundat ion for the analysis of regional
populati on migrat~c n under the impact of populati on growth. In :this. p~per,
we have only made use of the 11 concl us i cn 11 cited here--wh ich can be proven
rigorous ly by the Ricardia n theory.

•· I 8-

Return ing to the fourth quadra nt of Diagram 5, we see that as (ej
E)
increa ses the two curves shift upt~ards--meaning, for each Hr 11 , the
total
popula tion as well as non-a gricul tural labor force increa ses in the
region s
with higher agricu ltural produ ctivity . This will, in turn raise
the total
outpu t curve in the second quadra nt. The situat ion is reprod uced
in Diagram
6 where with a fixed transp ortati on cost curve, the upward shift
of the
total output curves (Q 1 , Q" and Q 111 • • • ) corres ponds to higher agricu
ltural
produ ctivity in the more densel y popula ted region s.

The equiJ ibrium

optimum values of the radius is seen to shrink accord ingly (r'm> 11
r m> r"'m) .
This establ ished the phenomenon of shrink age of market area as observ
ed by
Profes sor Skinn er.
Intuit ively, the basi•c cause of the shrink age of the marke t area
in
the more densel y popula tsd region s is due to the exhau stion of the
effici
of large scale produc tion as indust ial labor force expand s.
in an agrari an

eccriorn -/,

ency

In other words,

the tradit ional t0chno logy of non-a gricul tural

produ ction is such that there is a limit to the advant age to be gained
from
increa sing the size of the labor force. Vhen the popula tion densit
y is
higher , the same market area will contai n more total as wel 1 as more
non
agricu ltural labor force than before .

Since there is no furthe r advant age that

can be gained from the effici ency of large scale produ ction, the
market
area shrink s in order to economize the transp ortatio n cost. 1
1
The 11 tai1-e nd excep tion 11 phenomenon observ ed by Profes sor Skinne r
can also
be explai ned by the same prineiplt►..• The large urban center s are
princi pally
those placed where the effici e~cy of large scale produc tion is more
Furthe rmore, these center s are locate d at river and road juncti ons conspi cuous.
where the
1o~a1 transp ortatio n cost is lower. Both factor s contri bute to an
expans ion
of the standa rd market area.

VI I.

The Precess of the Formation an_d the Shape of__ the Standard Market

It takes a dlfforent kind of ·cheoi-y to exp1ain the process of formation

of the standard market in traditional China.

Since the development of such a

theory is, as yet, incomplete, we shal 1 only briefly provide an ·-outline.
To begin with, the process of formation is a long process.

He can imagine

after the w:c~ieh1n::.i in the agradan proper part of China was fi 1led up during
the Southern Sung

dynas.ty, the process took place for at ieast 500-600 years.

Furthermore, in this t-1m0 soace, the population density increases (because
·of growing population) so that, according to our analysis in the last section,
the number of the standard .narkets increases (and becomes smaller) in a given
homogeneous land space..

In thL: proc0~:s, the shape of the standard market

becomes gradua11y reg:.:la;ized, l ,e, the shape becomes :,;ymptotical 1y sexagon
in shape.

Fina1lv, ·.J·,e precess is e:-: "e><perimental on,/i ln that deviation

from rationality ot the spaci ;;I stn,ct11re mark.et wl i 1 be <::orrected by a
11

trial and error 1 : r-rocess--so that

c'J

1ri-ationai (or inefficient) spacial

struct:_ur~ will tend t0 be rebu::t ;n the dir1-;ction of rationality, whenever
the existing ~-tri. cture '>Jas destroyed uy w2,r, famine or other calamities causing
1

large scale population d;slocation.
Suppose at any point in time in the lcr:g process, the population density

(e:) warranted the coverage of the hnd space by n-standard markets t\ , A , •• ~An
1

with n-marketing centers cl' c , •• ,cn.
2

2

Since the transportation coefficient

are defined for each market, the total transportation c0st is

(6)

T = T(A , c ) + T(A , c ) + •••.•... ., + T(An, en)
1
2
2
1

By a rational cover.:::ge (or efficient c-::>Ve1·age) we sha11 mean that the shape

and size of the A's as wc11 as the location of the ~ 1 s must be such that
Tis minimized.

-20We can immediately ldentify two necessary conditions of the efficiency
of the coverage:
(i)

When (A , A2 , •••• A0 ) are given, the urban centers c 1, c2 , •••• cn
1
must be located at the geographic centers of gravity (see Diagram

7a).
(ii)

When (c , c 2 , •••• cn) are given, the market areas A 1 , A2 , •••• An
1
must be determined by the perpendicular bisectors to the lines
connecting the adjacent urban centers (i.e. the e's) (see
Di ag ram 7b) •

Condition (i) states the principle of the location of the marketing
centers when the marketing areas are given while condition (ii) states the
principle of the determination of the market boundaries when the location of
2
1
The deviations from these principles wHl tend to
the city centers are g!ven.
be corrected when the market areas are reconstructed after they are devastated,
for example, by war.

Thus, through trial and error process, both conditions

then are to be fulfilled in the long run.
1Both conditions ensure that the transportation cost is minimized within
each marketing area individually--a necessary condition for the minimization of
total transportation cost. THe two conditions, however, are not sufficient:·
as can be seen from the example in Cc) in Diagram 3. Here the two urban centers
are too close and the coverage is not as efficient as the one port rayed in
(d) •
2A marketing center may be wrongly located because it was there
historically. A nucleated village may choose to affiliate with the wrong
marketing centers for historical loyalty.,

-21Now suppose because of population expansion, the higher population
density (e) now warrants a coverase of the same land space with more numerous
standard markets (m

>

n).

The situation is now depicted in (;iagram 8, which

magnified Diagram 7 and in which both conditions are fuifi11ed.

Here we begin

to sense that the marketing regions (A, A , .... A) all tend to be sexagonic
1

in shape.

(7)

2

m

This phenomenon suggests the following theorem:
Under the principle of minimization of total transportation cost (6),

the coverage of a given land shape (R) by a marketing structure (A , A •••• An;
1

2

c , c 2 , .... cn) will be equal-area asymptot;cally regu!ar-sexagonic coverages
1
as n increases to infinity.
The theorem, purely mathematical in nature, is at yet an unproven
conjecture,

If proven, the content of the theorem conveys the idea that tbe

study of the procjss of formation of the standard market is a long run theory
emphasizing the rationality of the spacial structure in the context of continuous
population pressure.

It also firmly established the sexagonic nature of the

standard market--a very difficult topic which has eluded us so far in our
• 1
ana 1ys1s.
11n Section II of
our paper such a coverage was assumed rather than proven.

APPENDIX
Let A be a sinply connected rei:don in the two dinension snace and let c
Let <lA he a differential a.ren. and let x be the distance

be a point in A.

Supryose the tonna?e 0f ship~ent is s per

hetween (any point in) dP. and c.

unit area, then the shipnent fron dA tq c is xsdA ton-miles (without increas2

in~ transportation cost) and is x sc.A (with increasino: cost),

The total

special transportation costs are then
Ala)

Alb)

T = sfxdA = sH(l) (A. C)
A

(without increasin~ cost)

T • sfx2 clA ..,. s1~(Z) (A, C)
A

(r.Jith increasinq cost)

where i/l) and
respect to

i/ 2)

are~ respectively~ the first and second r."t.onent of A with

If)' in particular, A is a regular sexap-on with radius r and

Co

c is located at the "center," we easily have: (without increasinp cost)
A2)

"
T = (r:./:.;) cot/ ('ir/n) [tm,, (1r/n) oec (1r/n)

+

ln (tan (n/n)

+ sec

(1r/n) ]r3

which shows thct the s~ecial trans~ortation cost is proportional to the third
power of the radius,
A3)

R =

kr

(labc in Sectirm III are snecial cases of A2 with n= 3,4,6)

2

which is proportional to the second nower of the radius.
In the theory of deter::iination of the ~~rket areu of section V, the followinp
equations are postulated:
Q = f(W)

• o,, (pro(1uction function for nona~riculture output)

b)

R = kr2

.•• (A3)

c)

p =

R

,.,,(£ is population density)

d)

w= e

p

.,,o(0 is fraction of nonagricultural labor force)

A4a)

e)

T

f)

u

€

3

- k'r
= (Q-T)/P

, , _. • (A2)

(per capita E,£! consu~ntion of nonap.ricultural ~oods)/1

In diagrat!l 5, we have defined u ns Q-T to simplify <liagranr.mtic exposition
of the nain ideae

App-2

The problem of the deterninatio n -,f t1:ie narke:t P.rc~ anounts to the deterninatio n
of that r which naxinizes u, i.e.
AS)

To naxinize:

which can be solved 1,y <lifferentiat in0- u with res!1ect

t,_,

r to o:itain the first

order condition:
A6)

du/dr =

0

(r;

e,e:) =

o

The first arder conc:ition iY",;,lics the.t the o;.1tinun values of r (Le, r !'l) is a
Thus
function of e,e: which are heb\C' hell fixe,1- in the clifferentin tion of A6.
conceptuall y
A7)

r =

F(8,e:)

m

In order for r
A8)

2

d u/dr

2

to be a true naxinu;J, tho suffici.:mt condition is

1'.1

= d~/cr < o

The problen of the rGo,ional vctriation of th:: narl:et aren is a cor:narative
The basic
static analysis 'based on the a1:)ove static e>::uili":-,riur:: "1rc,ble~.

arp,ument is that as we r.ove fron a less fertile to a r.1ore fertile re~ion.
Thus t·!G r:.ay ryostulate on the other hand 1 the area of the
both e and e in~rease.
sexagon is:
A9) 0 = g ( f;) with

!>

1

>

o

1
We can then differen ti.::~te r (A7) with rcs'l")ect to s to n :.t.'.'.!in~

n

AlO)

dP. /d
n

The heart of the theory of rc?ional variaticn of the market area is to prove
Notice that in the
that AlO) is neTTative -- i.e. r decreases es e: increases,

-

-

n

text, we have not qiven such a ri~orous ~rn~f.
..

Instea: 1., we only demonstrate

the likelihood anr1. the feasbilitv- of the "rr:,-shrinkaqe"
.

9.

henonenon (<lia~ram Sh)--

as related to exhaustion of the efficiency of larqc~ scele nroc.uction.
ous proof would h'.we involve,1 the secc-,ncl order conditicn (A8) uhich, in turn.
necessitate s a careful S;)ecificati on c-f nrcperti,.:;s of the nr'Jduction function
Q=f (H) (A4) in res:1ect to the efficiency of lar~e scale rroduction,

We may add the renark here that the theory of the deternination of the
size of the standard narket (coverec ~Y section V and VI) is a typical econOn the other hand, the theory of the
onic problen in the Sanuelson sense.

....

shape of the standard narket is an entirely different (and nore difficult)
As fomulate<l in section VII, the theory
analytical problen of space •
aoounts to the proof of a purely mathematical theoren of two dioension space
The validity
which, at the present tine, is nerely a theoretical conjecture.
of the elenentary discussion on the shape of the standard narket qiven in
section III in the text /1

/1

depends on the validity of this unproved conjecture.

In section IIt we acce~ted~ without nroof, that when the nunber of standard
markets is large, they all tend to be regular polyp.one with the sane shape
It is then easy to show that the sexa?on convera~e is the on~
and size.
tioun.

